INSERTION AND EXTRACTION TOOLS
SURGICAL PRECISION FOR GREATER EFFICIENCY
When it comes to high-precision tasks, working with the right tools equates to both a quality end product and greater operational efficiency for your business. On the other hand, using makeshift tools can undermine customer satisfaction—and your profitability.

That’s why we provide complete insertion and extraction hand tool kits equipped to carry out precision tasks to the highest professional standards.

In addition to our standard offering, kits can also be assembled with a combination of tools, dies and terminals tailored to meet your specific volume requirements.

**Extraction Tool Kit PN 4-1579010-0**

A key criteria in quality wire processing is to extract a terminal from the connector housing after termination without damaging either the terminal or the housing. This is especially important for re-work and repair, both at the OEM and in the after-market. TE’s standard and customized insertion and extraction tool kits offer a range of features to maximize performance:

- **Universal**—extraction tools are compatible with the vast majority of connectors used in the respective manufacturer’s wiring harnesses. Tools are used not only for TE Connectivity products, but also those from other connector manufacturers.

- **Customized**—tool kit can be customized to meet your exact requirements.

- **Smart design**—ergonomically designed tools offer a comfortable plastic handle and retractable protective cover that protects both the tool and the operator from inadvertent damage. Tools are individually labeled on the handles for quick and easy identification.

- **Rugged and branded**—tool kits come in sturdy plastic box with foam packing to prevent damage during transport or use. The casing can also be modified to promote your brand.

- **Helpful**—a fully illustrated booklet is included containing information on general contact extraction techniques and photos of all connectors compatible with the kit. Additionally, your local TE Connectivity Field Service organization offers various advanced operator training courses on crimp technology covering the use and availability of extraction tools.

- **A total solution**—TE Connectivity provides a complete turn key solution for electrical connection requirements—not only the connector products themselves—but all the tooling and equipment necessary to apply and process those products.

Please contact your TE Connectivity representative to discuss your individual kit requirements.
Making Terminal Insertion and Extraction as Easy as 1, 2, 3

1. Tool in safe mode with extended protective cover.
2. Tool in ready mode with retracted protective cover.

Retractable Cover Protects Your Investment and Hands